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INTO THE WILD
BLUE YONDER
THE ciTy magazinE EnTErs THE
inaugural igO advEnTurEs n60º
quadraTHlOn
It’s minus four, snow blankets the wilderness
around you, the smell of burning pine drifts
through the air and a light cloud covering caps
the endless sea of peaks. It’s as if the mountains
are breathing. You’re in Hemsedal, Norway,
to compete in the first IGO Adventures N60º
quadrathlon, an event that will see you ski-tour,
cross-country ski, cycle and run over 108 miles
in the space of four days. How hard can it be?
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“Another freezing early morning start,
another day in paradise...”
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s I stand outside the Skarsnuten
strapped to the bottom of skis, making it
Hotel, our location for the two days
possible to walk up mountains. Secondly,
of pre-race training and briefings,
fat-biking, hard-tail mountain bikes
I’m mesmerised by the surroundings. The
with glutinous wheels that haphazardly
very mountains where Scott trained for his
rumble over snow, albeit at a glacial pace.
final Antarctic expedition, and where the
Thirdly, cross-country skiing, a sport that’s
British Special Forces train today.
considered one of the three hardest in
Around me are a group of spectacular
the world. And fourth, running, but with
people, people who I will soon
spiked trainers to stay stable on
have the privilege to call
the snow underfoot.
good friends, whose
We finish the training
IGO ADVENTURES’
diversity seemingly
sessions and I’m
2017 CALENDAR
knows no bounds. From
exhausted; six hours
N60° The NorwegiaN
investment bankers
of physical exertion
ChalleNge: 11-19 March
and consultants
over two days and I’m
w111° The wyomiNg
to rowing coaches
exhausted? I begin
ChalleNge: 20-29 July
and doctors. From
to worry about the
S28° The NamibiaN
Ironman competitors
race itself. These first
ChalleNge: 21-30 October
and marathon runners
two nights consist of
to novice skiers and
eating a plethora of
weekend joggers. It appears
carbohydrate rich foods,
that this event has drawn
exchanging stories of past
people from all walks of life and all
adventures, and laughing more
fitness levels.
than I thought possible. What struck me
The company behind the event, IGO
at this point was that, no matter what,
Adventures, was founded in late 2014 by
this journey was going to involve a huge
former England Polo player and all-round
amount of camaraderie.
adventurer, Bobby Melville. It offers thrillRace day dawns, my alarm splinters
seekers the opportunity to compete in truly the peace of a deep sleep and I’m awake,
life-changing events, to experience real
ready for the first stage; ski-touring
adventure, to be pushed both physically
almost 1,000 vertical meters to summit
and mentally, and to make friendships that
two peaks. As the race gets underway,
will last a lifetime.
my muscles quickly begin to burn, and
Pre-race training begins and we
as the hours pass by, I wonder how I will
trial each of the four disciplines. Firstly,
survive another three days. The finish line
ski-touring, where felt-like skins are
approaches, and those who have already
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completed, charge over to whoop and
holler, to invigorate and congratulate.
Our first night in the wilderness
draws near, the Norwegian lavvu tents
are erected, a wood burning stove in
each to keep the cold at bay, and packet
after packet of rehydrated food is scoffed
in order to make up the necessary
5,000-calorie intake required each day,
before a well-earned sleep beckons.
The alarms ring out, I look at my
watch, its 5am and I’m shivering in my
sleeping bag. The prospect of cycling over
40km today is not an appealing one, but
as my comrades rouse from their slumber,
the level of excitement grows and grows.
And we’re off, racing hard across the
slushy snow as the sun rises over a distant
peak. It’s glorious. Some four hours later
I cross the finish line in fourth place, and
I’m ecstatic, but from the immobility
of my legs, I’m also close to collapsing.
Luckily the team physiotherapist, Mark
Reid, is on hand to alleviate all pains.
When everyone’s in, a troupe of dog sleds
arrive and we spend the remainder of the
day exploring the area around base camp
before returning to eat more food and
watch the Northern Lights shimmer in
the night sky.
Another freezing early morning start,
another day in paradise. Paradise, that
is, until we begin cross-country skiing.
Everyone tumbles and crashes off the start,
and the course is pitted with the shape
of fallen competitors. It’s tough, it’s cruel,
but we all complete in good spirits, with
the collective knowledge that we’ve just
covered three marathons in three days. “It’s
not about how fit you are, “ remarks jointwinner and management consultant, Jack
Woodhouse. “It’s about your ability to carry
on.” Another evening of high spirits ensues,
sitting beside the campfire as a guitar is
gleefully passed around.
And so came the final morning, the one
we’d all been dreading. A marathon run
through snowy mountains and National
Parks. It was an emotional moment for
all, but one of the greatest too. “The single
greatest moment was on the run,” says
GB paralympic rowing coach and crossAtlantic rower, Hannah Lawton. “On all
the other stages I was so focused on just
staying upright that I never got the chance
to look up. It makes you realise just how
small and insignificant you are. It gives you
a huge appreciation for life.”
Unfortunately, my dream of completion
remained just that, a dream. I was pulled
out of the race some 20km from the end,
an inflamed hip joint the culprit. As I sat
on the back of doctor’s ski-doo, absorbing
the might of the wintery nirvana,
desolation sank in. When I arrived at the
finishing line, outside the Vestlia Resort in

Geilo, I was in a dark place. If it were not
for the resounding support and jubilations
of my dear comrades, I would have surely
cried. And this is where IGO Adventures
triumphs above all else: it transforms
groups of strangers into the closest of
friends through the unified pursuit of a
seemingly impossible goal.
Applications are now open to compete
in the 2017 N60° The Norwegian
Challenge, from £4,750 pp,
igoadventures.com, visitnorway.com

INTERVIEW
with Bobby Melville,
founder IGO Adventures
What inspired you to create IGO
Adventures?
“Forty-eight days at sea crossing the
Atlantic in a six metre rowing boat
for the 2014 Talisker Whiskey Atlantic
Challenge. I was determined to find
a solution to give a life-changing
experience, similar to what I had
witnessed, to those who could only
afford a week away from normal life.”
What sort of experience does the
company aim to provide?
“Something unique. A platform,
provided and managed by experts,
to allow people to push themselves
mentally and physically in stunning
environments that are off the beaten
trail. Trying out new disciplines and
developing new skill sets.”
What’s next for IGO?
“We will be holding a weekend
quadrathlon [ four disciplines over
two days] in the autumn on the Isle
of Skye for people to get a taster of
what it is all about before opening up
the series next year with three weeklong challenges in three of the most
stunning locations in the world.
What three words best describe IGO
Adventures?
Expedition, Race, Adventure.
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